Standard Operating Procedures
DeVilbiss® Clean Dirt Control Floor Coat
Description
DeVilbiss® Clean Dirt Control Floor Coat is a water-based floor coating that traps dirt and overspray
circulating in the paint booth. Applied with a standard pump sprayer, the floor coat captures and
transforms airborne particles into heavy dirt that it is easily swept with a broom. Regular use of this
floor coating helps keep dirt and overspray out of the paint job, improving the shop’s quality and
profitability by reducing time spent polishing defects. It also works great in other parts of the shop.
Preparing the booth (one-time step before first using booth floor coating):
NOTE: Apply sparingly. Excessive amounts can cause floors to become slippery. Avoid spraying on booth
floor grates as it could reduce filter life. The floor coat is intended for use on concrete floors. Avoid

spraying the coating on tile and painted floors as it may cause discoloration of the surface
and also cause it to become slippery.
1. Sweep the booth using a stiff push broom on the main floor, and use a smaller broom for edges,
ledges, and corners. If the floor is very dirty, first spray a very light mist of booth floor coating using a
two-gallon pump sprayer. This will contain the dust and overspray during the initial preparation.
3. Collect dirt and overspray in a dustpan and dispose of it in a trash container.
4. Apply approximately two quarts of floor coating in a light, even mist using a two-gallon pump sprayer
such as the DeVilbiss 803492. The floor should appear damp but not shiny.
Directions for daily use
Booth floors
NOTE: Apply sparingly. Excessive amounts can cause floors to become slippery. Avoid spraying on booth
floor grates as it could reduce filter life. The floor coat is intended for use on concrete floors. Avoid

spraying the coating on tile and painted floors as it may cause discoloration of the surface
and also cause it to become slippery.
1. Sweep the booth at the start of each day and apply a uniform mist coat (approximately one quart)
with a pump sprayer.
2. For best results, sweep the booth after every bake cycle using a stiff push broom.
3. Repeat the above routine daily. In high-production shops, re-apply floor coat at the mid-point of the
work day.
Enjoy cleaner paint jobs and less polishing!
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Supplies Needed
Stiff push broom for booth floor (use daily)
Small broom for sweeping edges, ledges, and corners (for booth preparation and periodically)
Large dust pan
803491 DeVilbiss Clean Dirt Control Floor Coat
803492 DeVilbiss two-gallon pump sprayer
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